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channel widths at modulation 6.
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ure 12: Comparison of throughput achieved using SamWidth with that of static width schemes in emulator and in-

Figure 13: Instantaneous and cumulative energy usage for different configurations.

involves transferring a 20MB file 25 seconds into the experiment.
We try all fixed widths and SampleWidth.
Figure 13(a) shows the power consumption behavior in detail for
. The plots show that for all attenuations and office distances
all configurations at the sender. The fixed width systems start out
hroughput achieved by SampleWidth closely tracks the throughat their idle mode power consumption, move to their send mode
yielded by the optimal width. The maximum gap between Samconsumption level, and then come back to their idle mode levels.
Width and optimal throughput in the indoor experiments is only
SampleWidth starts out at the idle mode level for 5 MHz, because
%, which includes all overheads stemming from probing adjathat is least costly. When the transfer starts, it moves to the power
;"&*"1$*&(-2-(B(&1"2#-4"2&<S&T&U=0&
widths as well as switching widths
itself.
consumption level of 40 MHz, because that yields the least powerper-byte ratio. When the transfer finishes, it comes back to the
Width (MHz)
5
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SampleWidth
5 MHz level. Figure 13(b) shows that through this adaptation, SamThroughput
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6.4 Efficiency
of Autorate & Smoothness

SampleWidth uses autorate to probe channel widths and find an
efficient data rate. We justify this design choice by showing that
modern autorate algorithms are indeed capable of achieving close
Adapting during Mobility
-n8% -# -V8%
-V8% the suboptimality in terms
to optimal throughput. -n8%
Figure -#14 shows
he previous experiment shows that SampleWidth
adapts to the
of reduction in throughput
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mal width in stationary scenarios; we find that it is nimble
implementation on Windows XP in comparison to using the best
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ugh to adapt well in mobile scenarios
as well. We-/&conduct a
possible
modulation in a stationary indoor setting. The important
ple experiment in an indoor setting with a UDP transfer beobservation is that at all measurement points, autorate performs
#
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en two laptops. The receiver is positioned in a fixedi locationi
of the optimal data rate.
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' withinSat=most
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the sender moves along a fixed trajectory at roughly
T ( Bi+1 ) (
% T ( Bi"1 )constant
d. For different trials of this experiment, the laptops are either
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
S 1.50 1.50 1.51 1.53 1.43 1.6 1.47 1.6 1.63
d on one channel width or use SampleWidth. Since estimatthe optimal throughput in this setting is difficult, we evaluate
;"V&
!%
pleWidth by comparing it to the throughput of fixed-width sceIn order to see whether autorate is sufficiently close to the opti!
!
os.
mum in order for SampleWidth to converge, recall the definition of
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able 3 shows the throughputK)%LM6NO%N%P-02C'2B%!66Q%
of the fixed width configurations
smoothness
S. Specifically, we have discussed in Section 8<%
5.4 that
of SampleWidth. We see that SampleWidth improves throughif the average data rate obtained by autorate is by no more than a
by roughly 65% compared to the best fixed-width (20 MHz).
factor of S worse than the optimum, SampleWidth is guaranteed to
converge. Table 6.4 contains the S values of our indoor measureReducing Power Consumption
ments. It shows that autorate is well within the required accuracy
We now evaluate the effectiveness of SampleWidth towards conbounds indicated by these smoothness numbers and hence, it coning power. In this experiment, each trial is one minute long and
verges.
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